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Automation has become an increasingly popular tool for synthetic chemists over the past decade. Recent

advances in robotics and computer science have led to the emergence of automated systems that execute

common laboratory procedures including parallel synthesis, reaction discovery, reaction optimization, time

course studies, and crystallization development. While such systems offer many potential benefits, their

implementation is rarely automatic due to the highly specialized nature of synthetic procedures. Each

reaction category requires careful execution of a particular sequence of steps, the specifics of which

change with different conditions and chemical systems. Careful assessment of these critical procedural

requirements and identification of the tools suitable for effective experimental execution are key to

developing effective automation workflows. Even then, it is often difficult to get all the components of

an automated system integrated and operational. Data flows and specialized equipment present yet

another level of challenge. Unfortunately, the pain points and process of implementing automated

systems are often not shared or remain buried deep in the SI. This perspective provides an overview of

the current state of automation of synthetic chemistry at the benchtop scale with a particular emphasis

on core considerations and the ensuing challenges of deploying a system. Importantly, we aim to

reframe automation as decidedly not automatic but rather an iterative process that involves a series of

careful decisions (both human and computational) and constant adjustment.
Introduction

Synthesis is oen characterized as much as an art as it is
a science.1,2 Successful synthesis requires the careful execution
of a highly variable series of complex reactions and steps, not to
mention interaction with a wide range of equipment. Deciding
what the next step in a particular workow should be is oen
based on experience and chemists' intuition. However, the
image of the creative synthesist at work is not all glamorous.
Many of the steps involved include repetitive, time consuming
tasks carried out on largely identical objects.

Automation offers a way to reduce human intervention in such
processes. In the 1960s, Merrield and Stewart proposed the rst
automated system for solid-phase peptide synthesis, successfully
reducing the amount of time needed for stepwise addition and
purication as well as cutting material losses.3 Since then, auto-
mation has slowly crept into the synthetic chemistry laboratory,
originally in the form ofmechanized systems designed to perform
largely identical tasks.4,5 These systems laid the groundwork for
the development of specialized platforms capable of automating
combinatorial chemistry6 and high-throughput experimentation,7
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and development. More recently, there has been a shi towards
exible, modular systems with a focus on autonomous decision-
making rather than simple automation.8–11

The appeal of automation oen lies in the potential for
increased efficiency (by offloading repetitive tasks and increasing
throughput), reproducibility (given the high precision of robotic
tools), and safety (where harmful chemicals or reactions can be
performed with reduced human exposure). Importantly, automa-
tion opens up capabilities that are difficult to carry out by humans
in a practical manner (for example, the automated sampling of 10
reactions in parallel). The problem is that the why is only a small
part of the automation process. What remains far less discussed in
the literature outside the implementation of specic systems is the
question of how. How does one go about automating synthetic
chemistry in general? This perspective article takes the premise
that automating synthetic chemistry in a broadly applicable way is
challenging as a starting point and systematically walks through
key considerations anddecisions thatmust bemade.Wedraw both
from exemplar systems and our own experience using robotics and
computer algorithms to drive synthetic chemistry workows.
Considerations for automating
synthetic chemistry

Automation isn't automatic. Rather, it is an iterative process
that involves careful interrogation and continuous adjustment
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15473
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Chemical Science Perspective
on the part of both humans and machines. Different chemical
systems and experimental parameters oen fundamentally
change what is required of an automated system. Therefore,
even small considerations when getting started, such as
whether a pump can accommodate different phase states, are
nontrivial.
A hypothetical experience in developing an automated
platform

Imagine being a PhD student in organic chemistry and having
interest in automating a reaction optimization workow. Faced
with the issue of lack of budget to purchase a standardized
robotic platform, the quest to build one begins. How hard could
it be?

The rst hurdle is identifying the required unit operation
modules. At the very least, one would need liquid handling,
stirring, and some form of temperature control. These modules
could be supplemented by solid handling or ltration tools, or
external peripherals such as a phase separation module or
a camera. An even more advanced system could include
a robotic arm to move vials to an analytical platform. These
modules must be neither too expensive nor unwieldy, but at the
same time need to t in the allocated space and allow for ease of
control. With these options in mind, the great search for the
physical components begins.

Collecting a conglomeration of different devices unearths
multitude of control sowares, ranging from binary input/
output systems to full graphical user interfaces. Since the
devices should ideally work in unison, studying the
Fig. 1 Flow chart for decision-making around whether to buy or build a
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programming landscape to identify the best and, more impor-
tantly, easiest solution is commenced. Upon arriving at a deci-
sion around component control one would need to identify
a nice space for the robot to live. Aer connecting everything
together and a few leaking inlets, minor logic errors, volume
calibrations, cabling problems, and some more leakages, the
rst successful run with water is completed. Therefore the
system is ready for chemistry right?

Here the experimental problems begin. Pumping becomes
inaccurate with organic solvents due to lower surface tension.
Stock solutions decay so one of the components is added via
solid handling, which was avoided earlier, because now the
platform needs a larger habitat. And, oh look, a valve reacted
with a starting material. Order an inert replacement and clean
out all the tubing due to recurring obstructions. Aer the 20th
iteration all of the components are out of sync and everything
must be rebuilt. Also, the data format is inconsistent, plus no
more stable USB-ports remain.

This experience in automation development is all too
familiar for many. The goal of this perspective article is to
critically examine the key factors and decisions required for
implementing successful automation systems for synthetic
chemistry. We divide these topics into three categories: (1)
Equipment considerations, (2) Experimental considerations,
and (3) Data and soware. With the exception of automated
ow systems,12 which are beyond the scope of this work, we
consider examples from the recent literature and our lab's own
experience in designing and deploying automated workows at
the benchtop scale.
n automation module.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Equipment considerations

1. Buy or build. Automation systems typically consist of
collections of modules that are built or purchased to perform
common laboratory tasks such as solid and liquid dispensing.
Building suchmodules from individual components is the most
exible way to approach automation, at the cost of the signi-
cant development and time investment required to ensure
adequate performance. In contrast, modules designed to
perform most common laboratory tasks can be purchased, then
modied to meet individual requirements. Purchasing modules
can be more costly, but the tasks that they are designed to
perform are generally validated by the vendor. The downside
with commercial modules is that any divergence from the
common tasks that the modules are designed to execute may
require additional customization. Companies such as
Unchained Labs, Tecan, Chemspeed Technologies, Mettler-
Toledo Auto Chem, and Hamilton offer integrated systems
consisting of collections of modules capable of executing
complex workows.13 These systems are expensive but require
minimal development if factory acceptance testing (FAT) is
performed effectively. Thus, a balance between exibility, cost,
and development time can play into the decision around
whether to buy or build a module or integrated system (Fig. 1).
Generally, academic labs tend to prefer building their own
systems because they operate under tighter budget constraints
and less compressed timelines, while industrial labs prefer
buying because they operate under timeline constraints and
have more exible budgets. Finally, user automation and
programming experience is also an important factor in deter-
mining whether to buy or build. In a lab populated with expert
Fig. 2 Types of synthetic chemistry automation modules with select ex

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
users, building custom platforms is more appropriate, while in
a lab populated with novice users, buying commercial platforms
with user-friendly graphical user interfaces may be a better
choice.

2. Required modules. What laboratory tasks are to be
automated? For example, setting up and analyzing a synthetic
organic reaction typically involves solid dispensing, liquid
dispensing, temperature control, and stirring. As mentioned in
the previous section, modules to perform each of these unit
operations can be built or purchased. Even if the modules are
purchased, it is essential that the researcher understands their
inner workings in order to effectively utilize and troubleshoot
the equipment. In this section, we will provide a high-level
overview of the common modules utilized in chemistry auto-
mation (Fig. 2) and their hardware components.

Solid handling. Solid dispensing is ubiquitous in synthetic
chemistry, with scientists spending hours at the scale, per-
forming manual weighing tasks. While desirable, automating
this task is challenging due to the wide range of properties that
solids can exhibit, from density to particle size distribution and
owability. Currently, there are two main types of solid
dispensing modules utilized in chemistry automation and both
rely on gravimetric dispensing: the rst type involves hopper/
feeder modules and second involves positive displacement
modules.

Hopper/feeder modules are gravimetric solid dispense tools
that consist of a hopper to which the solid is loaded with an
opening at the bottom. Various types of feeders guide the solid
ow through to the bottom port. Typically, the port opening is
controlled through a rotary valve and the feeder action
amples.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15475



Fig. 3 Axelsemrau Chronect outfitted with a Mettler-Toledo Auto ChemQuantos solid dispense module (left). Chemspeed Technologies GDU-
S SWILE with a positive-displacement module (right). Reprinted with permission from ref. 13. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Chemical Science Perspective
controlled through various mechanical means. In some
instances, the solid ow can be additionally controlled through
tapping or vibrational actions. The Mettler-Toledo Auto Chem
Quantos utilizes a hopper-based module where the ow of
solids is controlled through rotary tapping (Fig. 3a). Hopper/
feeder modules are best suited for milligram to gram quantity
Fig. 4 Liquid handling modules arranged in two configurations: a syring
port, 2-position valve, and pipette tip (bottom).

15476 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490
solid dispensing.14,15 In addition, hopper/feeder modules are
best suited to dispense free-owing solids, as interruptions in
solid ow may lead to a device timeout.

Positive displacement modules are also gravimetric, but rely
on capillaries outtted with pistons whichmove up and down to
pick up and dispense solids through positive displacement. The
e pump, selector valve, and needle tip (top) and a peristaltic pump, 6-

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Chemspeed Technologies GDU-S SWILE is an example of
a positive-displacement module (Fig. 3b). The SWILE in
particular has been shown to be highly effective in sub-
milligram to low-milligram dispense quantities.14,15 Positive
displacement modules are effective in the automated
dispensing of a wider range of solids with varying physical
properties, including sticky or oily solids.

Liquid handling. Liquid handling modules aspirate and
dispense solvents, liquid reagents, and stock mixtures. The
simplest liquid handling systems consist of a pump for liquid
displacement, valves for guiding the ow, a variety of tubes, and
a dispensing head outtted with a pipette or needle. For
example, in our work developing an automated platform for
evaluating solubility, we used tubing to connect a syringe pump
with the probe of a robotic arm.16 The arm was used to pick up
needles on the probe to pierce through vial septa and transfer
solutions.

The two most common pump types observed in chemistry
automation systems are peristaltic pumps and syringe pumps
(Fig. 4). A peristaltic pump displaces liquids by means of pres-
sure waves generated through the compression of tubing by
rotor-mounted rollers. Peristaltic pumps are relatively inex-
pensive and can be used for the continuous dispensing of larger
volumes in the milliliter range. Syringe pumps contain a syringe
and plunger (typically driven by a stepper motor) outtted with
a distributive or non-distributive valve for exible ow path
planning. These pumps are programmable for small, precise
dispense volumes in microliter range. Valves are oen used to
enable different ow paths. Ports and positions are the main
characteristics of valves. A port is the tubing connection point
and a position is the directional state that the valve can achieve.
Two-position rotary valves can have a large number of ports
(typically six) where uidic connections between adjacent ports
Fig. 5 Custom filtration apparatus developed for an Unchained Labs plat
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
are toggled by the position. Selector valves function in a similar
manner, but in this case, a common port is connected to
a variety of selectable ports through toggling the position. The
tip of a liquid handling system plays an important role in the
quality and accuracy of dispensing. Dispense heads can be
outtted with needles and pipettes. Needles have the advantage
of being able to pierce through septa-capped vials.

Liquid handling modules are relatively simple to put
together, but achieving reliability and robustness can be
a challenge. Calibrating liquid handling modules for small
volume dispenses of various liquid types, such as low-viscosity
organic solvents, may be necessary. High-viscosity liquids may
pose unique challenges that are insurmountable using
common liquid handling modules. These liquids are best
handled through positive displacement pipettes, which have
been incorporated in the GDU-V tool offered through Chemp-
seed Technologies and the Dragony Discovery robot offered
through SPT Labtech. Clogging and air bubbles are other
common challenges of liquid handling.17 When aspirating and
dispensing from capped vials, a vent is required for pressure
equalization. Some solutions to this problem include the utili-
zation of special needles with an extra groove for pressure
equalization and the utilization of pre-slit septa caps.

Filtration. Filtration modules for separating solid and liquid
phases can be utilized in workows involving salt, crystal
polymorph, co-crystal, and solubility screening. These work-
ows are typically designed to be high-throughput in order to
maximize the diversity of parameters under evaluation. In
addition, researchers are generally interested in both solid and
liquid component analysis. Slurries are ltered through plate
assemblies containing a cellulose- or membrane-based top lter
plate outtted with a bottom collection plate. Separation is
promoted through the application of vacuum or centrifugal
form for polymorph screening. Reprinted with permission from ref. 17.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15477
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force to the lter plate assembly. Janey and coworkers describe
a custom plate assembly with a XRPD-compatible (X-ray powder
diffraction) lter plate for solid polymorph screening and
analysis (Fig. 5).18 Qiu and Albrecht report the implementation
of a commercial lter plate assembly with a similar congura-
tion developed by Unchained Labs for solubility screening.19

The advantage of the Unchained Labs lter plate is the ability to
carry out solid–liquid separations at various temperatures.

Filtration modules can also be implemented in the auto-
mated sampling of solid–liquid mixtures for downstream
analysis.20 Here, the goal is to analyze the liquid reaction
components, thus, tubing outtted with a small frit is typically
sufficient for these purposes.

Stirring. The importance of stirring in chemical reactions is
heavily inuenced by the physical phases present in the reac-
tion mixture. Homogeneous reactions consisting of a single
liquid phase are less susceptible to mixing effects. Heteroge-
neous reactions consisting of multiple phases, including gas–
liquid, liquid–liquid or solid–liquid phases necessitate even
and robust mixing.

Automation for chemical discovery and optimization oen
involves parallelization of reactions in order to maximize the
experimental throughput. The Society for Biomedical Sciences
(SBS) has standardized reaction microplates for the automated
execution of multiple reactions in individual wells. However,
the rectangular shape and footprint of the SBS format plate
requires the careful consideration of the mixing module. Key
considerations include mixing efficiency and uniformity. Fig. 6
illustrates various stirring modules. The most ubiquitous stir
plate designs for chemical applications utilize magnetic rotary
stirring, but this technique is not uniform across rectangular
SBS format plates, where stirring efficiency is reduced around
the outer edges furthest from the magnet of the stirplate.
Tumble stirring is instead more compatible with SBS format
Fig. 6 Magnetic and mechanical stirring modules impart different
agitation homogeneity across a reaction plate, efficiency, and
scalability.

15478 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490
plates. V&P Scientic offers powerful tumble stirrers for this
purpose, and these modules can be easily integrated into
automation platforms. In addition to the stir bar based design,
orbital shakers such as those offered by Glas-Col eliminate stir
bars from the process, preventing undesired effects from stir
bars such as grinding of solids.

Automation for chemical development typically involves
multi gram-scale automated lab reactors with overhead stirring
capabilities to better simulate commercial plant-scale equip-
ment. These reactors offer advantages to microplate reactors
with respect to hydrodynamics, mixing and surface to volume
ratio, which tend to be important factors in the execution of
heterogeneous reactions. Mettler-Toledo Auto Chem automated
lab reactor systems provide both rotary and overhead stirring
capabilities.

Temperature control. Temperature control is key to the effec-
tive execution of synthetic reactions. Again, homogeneity of
temperature is critical to experimentation, and this is generally
achieved through circulator block/chiller modules such as the
circulator blocks offered by MeCour and Analytical Sales. High-
efficiency chillers can be obtained from companies such as
Huber. On the other hand, Peltier-based heating/cooling capa-
bilities can be utilized in automated reactors, such as those
utilized in Integrity-10 systems. The advantage with the Peltier-
based technology is that a larger number of reactor zones with
individual temperature control can be accessed. A circulating
chiller with sufficient cooling power is still required to remove
heat from the back of the Peltier elements.

Analysis. Perhaps among the most challenging modules to
integrate, analytical instruments provide the most useful data
regarding the chemistry that has been automated. The
complications arising from integration of analytics into
a system derive mainly from the fact that most instruments on
the market are designed and sold as walk-up systems, in many
cases incorporating their own automation technology (such as
an autosampler). When broken down to the core actions of
taking a sample, performing an action on it (quenching, dilu-
tion, ltration), and moving the modied sample into the
analysis environment, there is not much that differs from the
basic actions in place for reaction automation.

For spectroscopic methods, the sample need only be put in
the beam path or electromagnetic eld (Fig. 7, top). This is as
simple as using a pump to aspirate andmove a sample plug into
a ow cell, or even using a probe such as Mettler-Toledo Auto
Chem ReactIR (infrared spectroscopy) placed directly in the
reaction mixture. Similarly, NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy) requires either moving a sample into a ow cell or
loading an NMR tube and moving it into the reading frame.
Low-eld continuous-ow NMR systems are particularly
attractive for integration with automated systems due to their
low cost and small footprint. However, gains in practicality
come at the price of lower data quality stemming from lower
external magnetic elds. High-eld NMR systems offer high
resolution but are typically not integrated with automation
systems due to size, cost and maintenance considerations.21

For chromatographic methods, a pump is used to move the
sample into a loop on a high pressure injection valve plumbed
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Comparison of simple spectroscopic (top) and chromatographic (bottom) analytical methods.
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into the owpath ahead of a column (Fig. 7, bottom). Solid,
liquid, and gas handling modules provide an endless combi-
nation of parts to creatively assemble into an analytical
sampling system. Difficulties arise in being able to move sample
volumes accurately and reproducibly to ensure that the recor-
ded data is useful. Rigorous testing under a variety of reaction
conditions (pressurized vs. unpressurized, homogeneous vs.
heterogeneous, heated vs. room temperature) must go into
demonstrating the validity of a sampling system before any
inferences can be drawn from collected reaction data.

In addition to spectroscopic and chromatographic methods,
computer vision modules have gained more traction in the
Fig. 8 The use of a webcam for computer-vision based turbidity mea
Elsevier.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
synthetic chemistry automation realm in recent years. Pipetting
robots such as the Andrew Alliance liquid handling robot rely
on machine vision to assess pipet tip positioning and dispense
volumes. Our lab has reported the use of computer vision in
automated solubility screening, where turbidity (the measure of
the cloudiness or haziness of a liquid) can be monitored
through the incorporation of a webcam (Fig. 8).16

Translocation. The three separate classes of translocation
technology discussed here can be packaged under the umbrella
‘robotics’ (Fig. 9), the general purpose technology underpinning
more and more complex laboratory automation solutions.
Complex laboratory automation solutions typically consist of
surement. Reproduced with permission from ref. 15. Copyright 2021

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15479



Fig. 9 Robotic modules for translocation.
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a collection of modules, thus, translocation between individual
modules is an important consideration.

The most accessible class of robotics is the Cartesian system,
where an Z axis-actuated end effector (typically a needle probe)
moves along rigid rails in the XY plane. Platforms geared toward
HTE (high-throughput experimentation) are oen equipped
with Cartesian robotics, offering the benet of a turnkey solu-
tion but coming at a relatively high space penalty. For example,
the Chemspeed Technologies SWING benchtop system is an
enclosed box with a footprint of 1.5 m by 0.9 m, while the
Chemspeed Technologies SWING XL measures 2.4 m by 0.9 m
and comes on a custom mobile bench. In the latter case espe-
cially, it is evident that signicant accommodations must be
afforded which may require costly laboratory modications
such as removal of benches and cabinets. One outstanding
advantage of this constrained box design is that it facilitates
environment management, in that the entire enclosure can be
a swept/inerted atmosphere or simply connected to ventilation
systems for removal of hazardous fumes.

While Cartesian platforms excel at automated experimenta-
tion within their capabilities, the researcher must oen adapt
their experimental workow to the actions the platform can
execute. More articulated robotic systems, or robotic arms, can
more closely mimic the actions of the researcher at the bench.
Although the range of motions offered by robotic arms enables
more human-like interaction with the work environment,
enabling access to a multitude of custom-designed modules or
other commercial laboratory instrumentation, the tradeoff
comes in that this is very much not a turnkey solution; signi-
cant effort goes into programming positions, timing, module
actions, and the like to execute a workow. SCARA (selective
compliance assembly robot arm) platforms offer excellent
locational precision and reproducibility within a limited oper-
ational range. Similar to a Cartesian system, the arm on
a SCARA platform operates in any number of z-planes, but it
differs in that the end effector is supported from a main pillar
instead of overhead supports. This provides access to a greater
range of motions, most notably the ability to move material
laterally into environments inaccessible to an overhead system,
such as loading a sample onto an enclosed analytical balance.
Despite this advantage, movement locations are still somewhat
limited.

Multi-axis robotic arms such as the Universal Robots UR3
allow for the widest range of motion. The layout of the
15480 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490
workspace is limited only by the imagination of the researcher,
providing access to human-like interactions with any number of
analytical or processingmodules. Themovement of the robotics
is not constrained to an enclosed box, rather only by the reach
of the arm. Finally, the mobile robotic chemist of Burger et al. is
the natural extension of a stationary articulated robotic arm to
a mobile human analogue.11 Rather than using the arm to pass
samples between modules/stations, they took the approach of
giving the arm wheels to transport samples around the labo-
ratory for processing and analysis at conventional benchtop
instruments.

The full package. The discussed modules can be combined in
various congurations to develop a variety of integrated plat-
forms, including micromole scale, high throughput systems
and millimole scale, medium throughput systems up to mole
scale, single reactor systems.

In the high-throughput space, vendors such as Unchained
Labs, Chempseed Technologies and Tecan dominate.
Unchained Labs and Chemspeed Technologies systems can be
purchased with insertable enclosures, whereas Tecan systems
are typically open to the atmosphere. These systems consist of
a solid handler, liquid handler, stirring and temperature
modules, a translocation module and a large robotic deck
capable of holding multiple microplate reactors. Filtration and
online analytical capabilities are also possible. These systems
are best suited for parallel synthesis and wide-net reaction
parameter screening.

In the medium-throughput space, vendors such as Ami-
goChem offer 10-reactor systems with individual stirring and
temperature control modules, along with a liquid handling and
translocation module for automated sampling of reactions over
time. These systems are best suited for kinetic studies to gain
mechanistic insights into the chemistry under evaluation.

In the low-throughput space, vendors such as Mettler-Toledo
Auto Chem and H.E.L. Group dominate with offerings of single
or double automated reactor systems outtted with various
stirring options, temperature control, and reactor ports for
reagent addition, automated sampling and online analytics.
Mettler Toledo Autochem offers the EasySampler liquid
handling module for automated sampling of reactions over
time, as well as the ReactIR and ReactRaman probes for in situ
reaction analysis. These systems are best suited for reaction
parameter optimization, reaction parameter range-nding, and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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process characterization experiments to dene the parameters
ranges to deliver consistent product quality.

3. Robustness and maintenance. The challenges of inte-
grating instrumentation modules into an automated workow
are rarely reported in the literature. Challenges are oen framed
around the future work required to expand a system, rather
than discussing developmental bottlenecks like components
being incapable of a needed task or requiring modication,
modules being incompatible with each other or with the
chemistry at hand, or system failures due to improper coding.
Experimental robustness is a crucial factor, particularly for long
robotic runs where human intervention is minimized. It is
therefore advised to keep a detailed error database for this
reason. Moreover, recording the workow with a camera or
implementation of computer vision for error detection and
smart feedback are common practices to collect more data on
system robustness. Instrumentation errors even aer calibra-
tion can make a big portion of errors and inaccuracies. For
example, Burger et al.11 reported over 60% of the observed errors
on their system was due to liquid dispensing and cap crimping.
Moreover, the more complicated the system gets, the more
reliability checks for each section are required to avoid breaking
the workow.

The path to preserving long-term robustness is an effective
maintenance strategy. We caution against relying on one
subject matter expert for system maintenance in the absence of
written documentation and suggest well-documented proce-
dures and schedules. Aside from maintenance, user training
should also be taken into consideration, as proper usage will
ensure the longevity of the equipment. For user training, we
also suggest recorded documentation (images and videos can
be helpful here). Finally, if budget allows, commercial vendors
can be approached for yearly preventative maintenance plans.
Fig. 10 (a) HTE to discover optimal conditions for a Suzuki cross-
coupling reaction (b) HTE to discover optimal conditions for an
asymmetric hydrogenation reaction. Reprinted with permission from
ref. 25. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
Experimental considerations

Due to the specialized nature of synthetic organic reaction
procedures, unique operational considerations dictate the
process of automating experimental workows. These include,
but are not limited to: throughput, scale, special chemical
requirements (i.e., timing, rate of addition, mixing, tempera-
ture, water or oxygen sensitivity), as well as sampling and
analysis. Below we outline how these considerations impact the
automation systems under development.

1. Throughput. Increased throughput is a popular appeal
of automation and no other area of chemistry automation has
gained as much traction in recent years as HTE.22 HTE plat-
forms push the limit of what is humanly possible to somewhere
between 96 and 1536 reactions per day.7,13,23–25 HTE in 96-well
plates is typically carried out in semi-automated fashion on
micromole scale, leveraging chemical libraries dispensed
through automation, with experimental execution carried out
through manual pipetting.7 This allows for the maximum ex-
ibility in execution while still automating the most cumbersome
elements of the workow. In reactions involving unstable
reactive intermediates, fully automating 96-well HTE execution
is preferable, as we have previously reported for strong base
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mediated functionalization reactions.26 HTE in 384 or 1536-well
plates is typically carried out in fully-automated fashion on
nanomole scale.

When estimating throughput to evaluate the potential of
a new automated system, a 4-digit reaction count per day is
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15481
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impressive, but may not necessarily be the best solution to every
synthetic challenge. This section focuses on identifying optimal
throughput based on the experimental goal, the importance of
timing, and the required analytical methods.

HTE is especially useful in reaction discovery. In reaction
discovery studies, a diverse array of categorical parameters are
typically examined to determine conditions that afford the
desired bond disconnection. In an example published by our
group, both Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling conditions
(Fig. 10a) and asymmetric hydrogenation conditions (Fig. 10b)
for the enantioselective synthesis of a-methyl-b-cyclo-
propyldihydrocinnamates were discovered through HTE.27

Although these studies were carried out in semi-automated
fashion, the automated dispensing of phosphine ligands
signicantly shortened cycle times in both cases. If the number
of experiments exceeds limits imposed by material, equipment
or timing limitations, the use of statistical tools such as Design
of Experiments (DoE) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
can reduce the necessary number of reactions. Although DoE
approaches are typically utilized in continuous parameter
optimizations, in an impressive example by Moseley and
Fig. 11 (a) Time profile for the main effects on pyridone formation. (b) T
permission from ref. 27. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

15482 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490
coworkers, categorical ligand and solvent space were explored
efficiently through a combined PCA and DoE approach.28

When considering throughput, timing is a key consider-
ation. If a reaction is especially sensitive to timing, fewer reac-
tions can be carried out in parallel because the system must be
ready for use at specic times to execute specic steps (reagent
addition, quench, sampling and analysis). This limitation can
be addressed by using faster robots. The upper speed limit was
reported by Dreher and coworkers at the nano-scale with 6144
reagents in 30 min (which is equivalent to an impressive 3.4
pipetting steps per second).25 While 30 minutes is not a limiting
time period for multi-hour reactions, some reaction mixtures
are highly active and can be converted in a few seconds or
decompose within minutes. Dispense, sampling, and quench-
ing times can therefore pose signicant challenges for batch
setups. If the throughput does not allow for the timing
requirements to be met, parallel experiments can be broken
down into smaller blocks and executed sequentially. The run
may take longer to execute with sequential blocks, but would
not require additional human intervention.
ime profile for the main effects on impurity B formation. Adapted with

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The sampling strategy is also an important factor in deter-
mining the optimal throughput. High-throughput experiments
are typically sampled once at the end of each reaction. However,
reaction proling studies, where each reaction is sampled at
multiple time points over time, can provide valuable mecha-
nistic insights into the system under evaluation. Here, the
sampling resolution is determined by the minimum sampling
time, which is heavily inuenced by the throughput and the
sampling module. The sampling resolution can be especially
critical when the inuence of factors on the system change over
time, as demonstrated in an in automated DoE reaction
proling study by Jurica and McMullen on the optimization of
a pyridone synthesis (Fig. 11).29 Here, the use of DoE reduced
the experimental throughput, allowing for experimental execu-
tion via a Mettler-Toledo Auto Chem EasyMax reactor outtted
with an EasySampler module.

The nal consideration is analysis of experimental
outcomes. In high-throughput studies, the time spent analyzing
the outcome far exceeds the time spent setting up reactions. In
the above-mentioned study by Dreher and coworkers it took 30
minutes to dose all reagents, 1 hour for sampling and 52 hours
to analyze all samples via UPLC.25 A general approach for faster
analytics is to run all samples sequentially via ow injection
analysis (FIA) or multiple injections in a single experimental
run (MISER). In exchange for detailed tracking of all species,
one species can be tracked much faster through selected ion
monitoring (SIM). This MISER variant is the most common
workow improvement for mass spectrometry coupled to
liquid, gas, and supercritical uid chromatography, but other
techniques have been automated as well in an attempt to
increase analytical throughput (i.e. MALDI, DESI, AE-MS
Fig. 12 Qualitative factors that contribute to the selection of high-
throughput analysis techniques. Red ¼ least favorable; yellow ¼
moderately favorable, green ¼ most favorable. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 20. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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(acoustic ejection) and even NMR). Fig. 12 shows a compar-
ison of the suitability of analytical techniques for high-
throughput systems, and an in-depth discussion of automated
sampling and analytics follows in Section 4.22

Overall, the determination of appropriate throughput
depends on the study goals, the material cost and availability,
the scope of parameters under consideration, the sampling
strategy, and the appropriate analytical technique. Several
statistical methods such as DoE and PCA exist to narrow the
search space if needed, and this can especially prove useful in
high-throughput time course studies where short sampling
interval times are required.

2. Reaction scale. We have thus far discussed automation
from amodular perspective, wherein hardware components can
be acquired, modied, or built to target almost any chemical
system or variable. This exibility, however, becomes greatly
limited in the matter of scale. The optimal automated experi-
mentation scale depends to a large extent on the automation
equipment, and choosing a certain automation platform also
means committing to a certain scale. Selecting an appropriate
scale in turn depends on how valuable starting materials are
and how many different reactions must be run with those
materials (i.e. the experimental throughput).

The cost and accessibility of starting materials can dictate
the reaction scale: if the study requires complex fragments of
a total synthesis, a chiral ligand or catalyst, or other rare starting
materials, a large number of reactions per day can become
prohibitively expensive. A thriy solution is to reduce the
required throughput through statistical methods (see
throughput section on DoE). If that is not possible the scale may
need to be decreased to save material. Screenings in nanomole
scale are possible but require a solubilizing, low-volatility,
plastic-compatible reaction medium (DMSO or NMP) and
aging at room temperature.25 Very small scales also require
highly specialized equipment that can be too expensive for most
research groups. An example is acoustic ejection pipetting,
a technique capable of multiple single digit nanoliter volume
dispensing steps per second.22 Due to those restrictions most
automated experiments are carried out on the micro-
mole7,13,23,24,26 or millimole scale.8,29

One interesting concept would be to add “scale” as a factor to
the multi-categorical screening, but in practice most automated
experimentation equipment cannot handle both nanomole and
millimole scale reactions. This is due to the different reactor
volumes, as well as liquid and solid handling modules, that
become inaccurate for small scales (1 mL � 5 mL) or take too
much time for large scales (a 1 mL syringe dispensing 2 L
solvent is simply unreasonable). However, smaller variations in
scale, for example from 250 mL to 8 mL can still provide insight
on how a reaction responds to upscaling (Fig. 13).22,30,31

In process chemistry applications, chemists sometimes
prefer to carry out automated experiments in larger scale
automated reactors such as Mettler-Toledo Auto Chem EasyMax
reactors in order to mimic pilot plant reactor geometries. These
millimole-scale automated reactors allow for overhead stirring,
which becomes especially important in reactions sensitive to
mixing efficiency, such as heterogeneous reactions.29
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15483



Fig. 13 Suzuki–Miyaura reaction screening across different scales.
Figure reproduced with permission form the authors of ref. 29.
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3. Special chemical requirements. Special requirements
include stock solution stability, order and rate of addition,
reaction time, temperature control, humidity control, oxygen
control, and mixing efficiency. In high-throughput automation
experiments, such requirements may be amplied due to longer
than usual processing times. Failure to control these parame-
ters may lead to reproducibility issues or false negative or
positive results.

Some automated workows mirror the set of operations
familiar to bench chemists: dispensing of solids, followed by
liquids, followed by specialty gas delivery, if applicable.29,32,33

However, parallelized micromole-scale workows typically
involve the automated dispensing of stock mixtures. Boga and
Christensen at Merck implemented the latter method in their
automated strong base screening workow (Fig. 14).26 The key
to successful implementation was to determine which stock
mixtures would be stable over the course of the experimental
set-up. In this case, robust outcomes were achieved by
Fig. 14 Strong base screening workflow involving liquid stock mixture
Society of Chemistry.
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preparing separate substrate, strong base, and electrophile
stock mixtures in compatible solvents with stringent humidity
level control to prevent water-mediated decomposition. Equally
important was the order and timing of operations, where the
substrate was rst treated with base solution, aged for a set time
period, and then treated with electrophile. This ensured
deprotonation could occur prior to functionalization. Finally,
temperature control was paramount to reaction control. High-
capacity chillers coupled with tumble-stirred cooling blocks
are highly effective in achieving temperature ranges between
�50 and 150 �C. Using this set-up, the strong base screening
workow was reported to reach block temperatures as low as
�50 �C. Uniform mixing across all positions of a 96-well plate
was also important. This was achieved through incorporation of
a tumble stirring module.

Another demonstration of parallelized micromole-scale reac-
tions involving the automated dispensing of stock mixtures was
reported by Bristol Myers Squibb.34 In this study, humidity level
control was only required during certain steps of the automated
workow. They observed that acetoin dimer 2 (Fig. 15) exhibited
hygroscopicity in a highly automated annulation reaction. A lack
of humidity control during the weighing of the acetoin dimer led
to a very high coefficient of variation (CV) of 60% in automated
runs. The issue was corrected through weighing the acetoin
dimer and internal standard in a glovebox. This simple update to
the workow decreased the CV to 19%.

The physical properties of stock mixtures can also signi-
cantly impact dispense accuracy and precision.35 For example, it
is very difficult to accurately dispense mixtures in volatile
solvents such as diethyl ether, or dense solvents such as
dichloromethane. Shevlin highlights the use of dichloroethane
and dimethoxyethane as viable alternatives to these solvents in
the screening of a tandem Heck–Suzuki reaction (Fig. 16).36

Finally, the compatibility of the dispensed chemicals with
each robotic platform component requires careful thought.
This is why it is best to invest in robots developed for chemistry
applications. Even with chemistry-compatible robotic systems,
we have encountered issues with stainless steel needle
compatibility with highly acidic media. Surprisingly, most
dispensing. Reproduced from ref. 24 with permission from the Royal

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 15 The weighing step of the acetoin dimer is moved to a glove box to account for hygroscopicity. Reproduced from ref. 32 with permission
from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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robotic platforms in the chemistry space are outtted with
stainless steel needles, but several companies offer various inert
coating options.
Fig. 16 HTE in the optimization of a tandem Heck–Suzuki reaction.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 34. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
4. Sampling and analysis. The most common analytical
methods to evaluate reaction outcomes are calorimetry, in situ
infrared spectroscopy, in situ Raman spectroscopy, NMR and
liquid chromatography (LC) with either UV/Vis (ultraviolet–
visible spectroscopy) or mass spectroscopy (MS) detection.20 In
situ analytical methods offer advantages to technologies where
a reaction aliquot must be drawn because (1) aliquots need to be
representative of the reaction mixture as a whole and (2)
aliquots must remain stable and not react further once
sampled.37 LC samples may suffer from drawbacks associated
with mis-representative sampling and unstable samples;
however, chromatography is still widely utilized for measuring
reaction progress in automated systems due to its ability to
resolve and quantify components of complex reaction
mixtures.34

The key to successful offline LC analysis is to effectively
quench the reaction aliquot. A recent report from Merck indi-
cates that a streamlined acidic quench protocol enabled DoE
studies in combination with reaction proling to ne-tune the
conditions of the Vilsmeier Haack bromination of g-cyclodex-
trin (Fig. 17).33

In instances where an effective quench cannot be developed
or certain analytes are not stable, online systems that enable
near real-time analysis have become increasingly prevalent. We
have reported numerous systems of this nature, including
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15485



Fig. 17 DoE time course studies enabled by an acidic quench in the Vilsmeier Haack bromination of g-cyclodextrin. Adapted with permission
from ref. 31. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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a Chemspeed Technologies SWING system with online HPLC
(high performance LC) analysis,38 an automated reactor system
with online HPLC-MS analysis,39 and an automated reactor
system capable of acquiring accurate kinetic proles from
heterogeneous reactions.20 Welch and coworkers have
Fig. 18 Reaction monitoring with online HPLC analysis enables a more
from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

15486 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490
developed a similar online sampling capability for the Mettler-
Toledo Auto Chem EasySampler, allowing for real-time MISER
analysis of reaction mixtures.40 A key example highlighting the
utility of online HPLC systems is in the Suzuki coupling of an E-
vinyl tosylate and aryl boronic acid under palladium catalysis
accurate reaction snapshot. Reproduced from ref. 36 with permission

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(Fig. 18).38 In this example, online HPLC analysis allows for
accurate quantitation of reactant and product concentrations
without requiring reactant stability over time. The comparison
plots between online and offline HPLC analysis strikingly
highlight the disparity between the two techniques. The offline
HPLC analysis reveals that the absence of an effective quench
leads to decomposition of the reactants in the presence of the
palladium catalyst and oxygen upon sample aging. Thus, online
analysis is essential to the accurate representation of the reac-
tant concentrations over time.

Aside from developing an effective quench and consider-
ation of online versus offline sampling, aspiration of a repre-
sentative aliquot from a reaction mixture brings about an
additional set of challenges. For example, it is difficult to aspi-
rate multiple samples from capped vial reactions at elevated
temperature or pressure without the loss of solvent or gas
reactant. Unchained Labs OSR platforms have overcome this
hurdle through the use of a novel sampling mechanism to allow
for aspiration under elevated temperature and pressure. Nunn
and coworkers have demonstrated this platform in the opti-
mization of a diastereoselective oxazolidine synthesis, where
sampling a DoE campaign over time at elevated temperature
provided key mechanistic insights into the formation of a dia-
stereomeric impurity (Fig. 19).32

Analysis of crystallization experiments typically involve in
situ focused beam reectance measurement (FBRM) and
powder X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) of isolated solids.18

High throughput instrumentation for XRPD is currently an
offering on the market, but plates utilized in such measure-
ments are expensive and cumbersome to assemble. XRPD-
compatible lter plates would ll a current gap in these types
of analyses.

5. Feedback control. Feedback control brings an element
of automated decision-making into the workow through if-
then logic at varying levels of complexity. Feedback control
Fig. 19 DoEwith time course sampling to optimize a diastereoselective o
temperature. Reprinted with permission from ref. 30. Copyright 2018 Am

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
can be as simple as analyzing a gas–liquid interface through
conductivity measurements, or more advanced, involving
closed-loop machine learning optimizers based on GC anal-
ysis11 or vision-based solubility measurements.16 Transitioning
from automated to autonomous experimentation fundamen-
tally transforms the interaction between chemists and instru-
mentation. In the new paradigm, the exact sequence of actions
carried out by the automation is not predened, but rather we
dene the experimental goal along with conditional instruc-
tions and enable the system to make decisions autonomously.

One potential application of feedback control is autonomous
reaction optimization. Many examples have been focused on
ow reactor systems, which are outside of the scope of this
review.8 However, a recent demonstration of feedback control
integrates high-throughput batch reactions performed by
commercial robotic systems with online HPLC analysis and
Bayesian optimization techniques (Fig. 20).41 Over a four-day
optimization campaign that was free of human intervention,
this system developed an optimized stereoselective Suzuki
cross-coupling protocol with a 76% yield. While there is still
much to learn about the interpretation of data stemming from
experimental planning algorithms, it is evident that the appli-
cation of autonomous technologies is the next frontier in
chemistry automation.

Data/soware considerations

A signicant component in any automation workow is the
soware integration. While the selected hardware may be
physically capable of performing the desired tasks, this capa-
bility is irrelevant if the instrument is not controlled by acces-
sible soware or rmware. In most cases, each instrument or
hardware component has its own dedicated soware, and it
falls to the experimentalist to connect these disparate sowares.
It is worth noting that in commercial integrated robots, all
components are typically packaged under one soware
xazolidine synthesis through Unchained Labs OSR sampling at elevated
erican Chemical Society.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490 | 15487



Fig. 20 Automated closed-loop for reaction optimization. Reproduced with permission from ref. 39.
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ecosystem, unless integration of a custom component not
offered by the vendor is desired (Chemspeed Technologies,
Unchained Labs, Tecan, Mettler-Toledo Auto Chem etc.).
Beyond component control and automation soware, error
handling and datamanagement must also be considered. These
non-trivial tasks are rarely or only supercially discussed in
automation publications, even though they can make or break
an automation workow.6

1. Component control and automation soware. The
capabilities of the soware controlling the desired hardware
will likely determine whether the hardware can be leveraged in
an automation workow. A key factor is the presence or absence
of an Application Programming Interface (API) for that soware.
If an API exists (and is well-documented), then integration is as
straightforward as mapping the desired actions onto the auto-
mation soware. It is possible that the hard work has been done
already and an interface exists (either open-source, custom-
built by users, or in rare cases supplied by the manufacturer).

Soware APIs vary greatly in complexity, ranging from
simple one-way serial strings to bi-directional protocols with
checksums for error catching across a wide variety of commu-
nication methods (TCP/IP, serial etc.). Generally, the more
15488 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15473–15490
complicated the hardware, the more complicated the interface
unless the manufacturer has gone to great lengths to simplify
their API. This simplication is referred to as “abstraction” and
refers to the process of simplifying the interface by hiding the
working details of the hardware (“low level” processes),
providing a “higher level” interface. In the context of automa-
tion hardware, higher-level interfaces tend to group together
commonly conducted sequences or steps into single processes.
In many cases, hardware integration benets from abstraction
as those are likely to be sensible groupings of actions that will
need to be done anyway, but in some cases APIs do not provide
a sufficiently low-level interface to do what is required by
a workow. The abstraction level of a hardware's API should be
considered before integration into an automation workow.

If no API exists for the hardware, then a hardware work-
around will be required. If the hardware has a method of being
remotely triggered, leveraging that method is straightforward.
The hardware can be precongured to execute whatever actions
are required of it, and an automation workow can simply
trigger that sequence of actions by, for example, a simple
contact closure. In effect, the hardware's entire workow will be
abstracted into a single signal from the perspective of the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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automation workow. Note that if this is the selected integra-
tion method for a piece of hardware, careful consideration of
the execution duration of the hardware will be required to
ensure that the hardware's portion is completed before the next
requisite step.

There is also the option to leverage an existing automation
soware package (e.g. LabVIEW, Cycle Composer), which can
communicate with, control, and orchestrate many components.
Although convenient, not every possible component or instru-
ment is controllable by these sowares, and it may become
necessary to develop custom-built scripts in a programming
language. If this becomes necessary, there is signicant over-
head involved in the development and implementation of these
scripts.

2. Error handling. For an automation workow to be
robust, signicant efforts must be made to account for error-
states such as communication interruptions between compo-
nents, instrument or hardware failures, and user mistakes. For
every error state there must be a catch built into each automa-
tion workow, and building catches is always an evolving
process since not all possible errors in a process will be
conceivable at the outset. For the most part, errors can be
handled automatically, but careful consideration should be
applied as to whether an error requires user intervention to
correct. Error-state catches can quickly expand any automation
workow into an expansive and complicated script.

It would seem that a simple solution to any error state would
be the “catch and continue” method, where if an error occurs,
the error is ignored and the workow continues as it normally
would. We would strongly caution against the implementation
of this method, as it turns the automation workow into
a complete black box, rendering any data generated by that
workow untrustworthy (if it is not known whether there was an
error, how can one know that each step completed successfully).
While it requires a great deal more effort to selectively handle
each error as it arises, this approach will result in a much more
robust workow whose produced data may be relied upon.

3. Data management. In order to automate any aspect of
data ow (acquisition, processing, and interpretation), careful
consideration of the peripheral tools readily available for an
automation platform is needed. The most important aspect for
any data-ow automation is whether the automation soware
can read the data that is generated by the peripheral instru-
ment. In many cases, data formats are vendor-specic and are
not readily accessible by the automation soware. Under these
circumstances, the optimal method for automated data aggre-
gation is through an external, custom-built script developed in
a programming language. We have found Python to be a suit-
able language for effective data aggregation under various
scenarios, with the added benet of access to open-source data
visualization and data science libraries.

The future of automation in chemistry

The future of chemistry automation is intelligent, exible
automation, where the integration of computer science,
machine vision, rapid analytics, and robotics will enable the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
execution of if-then loops. For example, the utilization of
machine vision in automation systems will allow for a certain
set of steps to be executed once certain requirements are met.
The same scenario can be envisioned with ML algorithms,
where the interpretation of analytical outcomes will determine
the next set of actions. We have highlighted two examples that
demonstrate the utility of such systems here,16,41 but are looking
forward to a new era in which intelligent automation becomes
the norm, and not the exception. Only with this feedback
control will automation platforms be able to master the art of
synthesis.
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